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Abstract 

Existing identity providing models are generally user-oriented or service provider-oriented, 

which can hardly meet the requirements of integration for heterogeneous resources of 

enterprise. This paper presents a unified identity providing model for accessing to 

heterogeneous resources: providing resource identity, identity mapping from heterogeneous 

resources identity to unified identity, and also providing identity providing interface for 

application software developing. Unified identity shields the differences of identity 

information among resources in heterogeneous environment, which makes users get the 

ability to access resources with one unified identity. 

 

Keywords: Identity providing; heterogeneous resources; access control 

 

1. Introduction 

With the development of information technology, large amounts of heterogeneous software 

and applications are constructed or extended when enterprises or governments expand their 

infrastructure to meet the ever-growing business requirement. The identity management 

mechanism each heterogeneous resource is different from each other. Users have to access to 

multiple resources and input user name and password frequently. In addition, there are those 

organizations cooperating with each other, and they require cross-organization resources 

access. Because of above, a unified identity providing mechanism for heterogeneous 

resources of cross-organization in a trust federation is extremely necessary. 

Identity providing, also known as identity supply, refers to the automation of operations 

such as creation, maintenance and authentication of user identity within user identity’s life 

cycle [1-3]. It is also interrelated with security services, such as creating user’s account, 

resetting password, password synchronization, and synchronizing all kinds of certifications 

among application systems. Identity providing simplified the process of software installation 

and policy configuration, and it has been widespread concerned in the information industry. 

Though identity providing technology and products are available, existing studies are 

mostly concerned with implementation of the identity providing inside a single organization 

or same kind of applications, such as single logon in web applications. With the increasing of 

interaction between organizations, it is necessary to provide mechanisms to implement cross-

organizations identity providing, or identity providing in the federation scope [4]. Existing 

identity providing models did not take resources into account, so they are lack of the ability of 

integrating heterogeneous resources efficiently. This paper presents a new identity providing 

model named Heterogeneous resources-orient Unified Identity Providing model (HUIP). 
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2. Related Works 
 

2.1. Exsiting Approaches 

At present, identity providing models can be classified as user-oriented [5], service 

provider-oriented [6] and network-oriented [7]. 

In user-oriented identity providing models, user is the center of the system that every kind 

of information is under user’s control [5]. Nowadays, this kind of model is implemented in 

several ways, such as SAML(Security Assertion Markup Language), UAC(User Account 

Control) module in Windows Vista OS, and SUDO(SuperUser Do) module in Linux OS. 

User-oriented identity providing models can make users obtain and update trust values more 

efficiently and have the ability to protect user’s privacy in certain degree. Shortcoming of 

these models is that security policy configuration is complicated and it is difficult to manage 

identity information. 
Service provider-oriented(SP-oriented) identity providing models mainly concern service 

providers. This kind of models maintains mechanisms to select security service dynamically, 

including authentication, authorization and access control. Kerberos is an authentication 

protocol implements this kind of model. SP-oriented model is designed from the viewpoint of 

service provider and it’s usually inexpensive and easy to deploy. Because service provider 

completely controls identity management, it manages identity information safely and 

efficiently. But this kind of model is not convenient for users to utilize. 

Network-oriented identity providing model mainly concerns configuration and 

management of network, and related security and access control issues. Advantage of this 

kind of models is to reduce the cost and fully reuse hereditary resources. It also has the ability 

of controlling interoperation between systems and ensures security transformation on the 

transport layer. But this kind of model does take user’s experience and service provider into 

account either. 

 

2.2. Unified Identity Providing 

There are two types of identity providing, centralized model [8-9] and distributed 

model [10-11]. Centralized model uses a centralized server to maintain the mapping 

between identity of the user and applications. Identity providing server stores user 

account configuration information in a unified data storage system. Distributed model  

does not have the identity providing server; user account information was stored in 

local application system. When foreground system receives requests to create a user 

account in local system, it will send providing request to all applications. Nowadays, 

there are a lot of identity providing products support of centralized model, such as 

Xellerate of Thor and ManagerID of Blockade. Some other products support for both 

centralized model and dispersed model, one of them is Sun Java System Identity 

Manager of Sun. Distributed model is suitable for highly decentralized business 

environment, but the synchronization of identity information database is very complex 

and possibly lead to inconsistent user interfaces and identity providing procedure. 

Centralized model overcomes these shortcomings of distributed model; it has the ability 

to provide unified service interfaces and support for automated identity providing. 

Having summarized up the feature of existing techniques, HUIP utilize the centralized 

model. 

After we introduced the concept of unified identity and resource, we can renew the 

relationship between identity and entity: entity is still a set of identity, but with only 

one unified identity. So one entity has only one unified identity that can be mapped to 
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many resource identities. The comparison of ununified (a) and unified (b) relationship 

between entities, identities and resources identities is shown by Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Comparison of Ununified Identity and Unified Identity Relationships 
between Entities, Unified Identities and Resources Identities 

To solve the problem of identity providing for the heterogeneous resources, the usual 

solution is to provide identity to resources directly. It is complicated to provide identity and 

integrate the providing process because of identity information format, order of attribute and 

contents of resources are different from each other. Here proposed the concept of unified 

identity. Unified identity information is mapped to resource identities by identity mapping, so 

that users can use only one unified identity to complete providing operation. By this way, we 

can solve the complicated question of heterogeneous identity. 
 

3. HUIP Model 
 

3.1.  Structure of HUIP 

Heterogeneous resources-orient unified identity providing model(HUIP) is illustrated 

in Figure 2, which have 9 main fuction modules, as following: 
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Figure 2. Structure of HUIP 
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1. Unified Identity Providing Request: sent by users and to request entities. 

2. Request Entities(RE): receive identity request and transform into SPML (Service 

Provisioning Mark-up Language) message. 

3. Identity Mapping Service: map identity information into specific resource identity. 

4. SPML Producer: package the identity and request into SPML message. 

5. Service Provider: receive SPML request and transform into directory service 

command. 

6. SPML Parser: receive SPML request message, verity their legality and parse request 

type and identity information. 

7. Directory Management: commit identity providing operation, and read and write 

identity information in LDAP(Lightweight Directory Access Protocol). 

8. Directory Service: lib of identity information with tree data structure, and provide 

JNDI(Java Naming and Directory Interface) interface. 

9. Agent: capture user request and redirect to directory service to obtain identity 

information and identify the identity. 

In general, getting access to various heterogeneous resources need multiple user identities. 

In federation context cross-organization access requires allied user identity. HUIP abstract 

these identities and establish a unified main body identity and store it in the directory service. 

HUIP has storage, sharing, synchronization and distribution for identifying information. 

HUIP shields the differences of various heterogeneous resources to the lower layer, provides 

various services and interfaces for identity management and support for single sign-on to the 

upper layers. HUIP is an easy to extend and deploy unified identity providing solution. Key 

step of the unified identity providing is to create unified main body identity for various users 

access to heterogeneous resources. 

We have put forward formal definition of HUIP. Providing operation must be 

described in semantics which can be recognized by machines in system. Here we use 

message model based on SPML and XML. Identity providing request only contains 

unified identity information and providing requiring instruction. Identity mapping will 

convert the information from unified identity to resource identity which contains all 

attributes that of certain resource. Request parser transforms unified identity providing 

to standard XML documents according to request type and resource identity data. This 

paper constructs standard XML schema for request of providing based on SPML. 

Standard XML documents are encapsulated by SOAP and send to SPML parser.  

First, SPML parser tests the legality of the received request according to XML 

schema of SPML. If the result is valid, parser will divide and analyze this request 

message on the basis of SPML semantic. After parsing, system will store the 

information into persistent directory service. All kinds of heterogeneous resources can 

obtain identity information by connecting to directory service. 

Identity providing is designed for all kinds of heterogeneous resources, including 

applications, operating systems and other hardware and software services. In each 

resource, an authentication agent is equipped. The agent is responsible to interact with 

the identity providing server to obtain user identity information. There is an identity 

acquire module in the authentication agent. This module is responsible for obtaining the 

identity information and sending it to the identity providing server, and then returns the 

results to this authentication agent to complete the authentication process. 

Identity provision servers usually run on application servers or web servers. It 

supplies functions such as request processing, creating, modifying or deleting user 

accounts. System stores user configuration information and other relevant data in the 
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LDAP directory service. LDAP directory service stores all types of resources access 

information in the unified user identity information.  

 

3.2. Definition 

To discuss convinently, here a group of concepts are defined for identity providing and 

relationship between entities. 

Definition 1: Resource, is the physical entity or information entity that executes providing 

requirement operation and stores identity information. Set of resource is denoted as Res. 

Resource is described by a unit doublet:  

( , ) ,r e s r id r ty p e r e s R e s   

In the description, rid is a unique mark of resource in the system, and rtype is the type of 

resource. 

Definition 2: EqualR, is a binary relation on Res. 

}|)),(),,{((
212211

rtypertypertyperidrtyperidEqualR   

EqualR is self reciprocal, symmetrical and transitive, so EqualR is an equivalence relation 

on Res. So Res can be described as a division by equivalence class of EqualR: 

R e

[ ]
E q u a lR
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Definition 3: Attribute, is a kind of property of a person or an organization. Set of attributes 

is denoted as Attr. Attribute can be described as a unit doublet: 

Attrattrvkattr  ),,(  

In the description, k is the key of attribute, and v is the value. For example, if a person’s 

name is Alice, it can be described as (name, Alice).  

Definition 4: EqualK, is a binary relation on Attr.  

}|)),(),,{((
212211

kkvkvkEqualK   

EqualK is self reciprocal, symmetrical and transitive, so EqualK is an equivalence relation 

on Attr. So Attr can be described as a division by equivalence class of EqualK: 


Attra
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aAttr



 ][

 

Definition 5: Identity, is the description of user’s information in system. Set of identities is 

Iden. Identity is a set of finite attributes. Two different attributes contained in one identity is 

not a part of EqualK. 

Definition 6: EqualI, is a binary relation on Iden. Let identity idena = ( ia1, ia2,…, ian), and 

identity idenb = ( ib1, ib2,…, ibn). | idena |=| idenb |, if any iak∈idena, there exists and only exits 

one ibk∈ idenb that (iak, ibk)∈EqualK, that is what we call it (idena, idenb)∈ EqualI.  

It is easy to prove that EqualI is an equivalence relation on Iden. So Iden can be described 

as a division by equivalence class of EqualI: 


Ideni

EqualI
iIden



 ][

 

Definition 7: IBR, is a binary relation from Iden to Res. If i∈iden is stored in Res, we call 

it (i, r)∈IBR.  
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Definition 8: Resource Identity Set. Let (i,r)∈ IBR, so that [i]EqualI is the Resource 

identity set of [r]EqualR. Identities in [i]EqualI are called resource identity of r. Resource 

identity set is a equivalence class that represents a certain kind of resource uses the correlated 

identities. For short, we denote the resource identity set [r]EqualR  as Iden(r). 

Definition 9: Unified Identity Set. Unified identity set is a equivalence class established 

according to the requirements of system. Unified identity set is denoted as [U]EqualI. 

Attributes contained in U are assigned by the request of system. To any r∈Res, 

[U]EqualI∩Iden(r)= . Identity in [U]EqualI are called unified identity. Unified identity is a 

kind of logical identity. It is a summary of resource identity. For short, let us denote 

[U]EqualI as Iden(U). 

 

3.3. HUIP Identity Mapping 

Unified identity is the core concept of HUIP model. This paper presents the concept of 

identity mapping base on unified identity and resource identity. As we mentioned before, one 

entity may has numbers of identities. 

After we introduced the concept of unified identity and resource, we can renew the 

relationship between identity and entity: entity is still a set of identity, but with only 

one unified identity. So one entity has only one unified identity that can be mapped to 

many resource identities. The relationship between entities, unified identities and 

resources identities is shown by Figure 1. 

Definition 10: Corr, is a binary relation from unified identity set to resource identity 

set. If the attribute of unified identity attrui and the attribute of resource identity attrrj 

has the same semantic, we define that (attrui,attrrj)∈ Corr. For instance, unified identity 

has an attribute called name, and resource identity has two attributes, username and 

password. Name in unified identity and username in resource identity has the same 

semantic, so (name,username)∈ Corr; name in unified identity and password in 

resource identity does not share the same meaning, so (name,password)  Corr. 

Assume a unified identity described as follow: 

),(},,,,{)(
21 UiUiUiUnUU
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And a resource identity described as follow: 
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Define <Vr1,Vr2,…,Vrm> the vector of attributes of iden(r). After creating operation, 

system will assign default value<Vd1,Vd2,…,Vdm> to the vector, or the default attribute 

vector. attrui is the number i attribute of iden(U), and attrrj is the number j attribute of 

iden(r). Define Cj the relation value of attrui and attrrj: 
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Let C(attrui)=<c1,c2,…,cm> be the relativity vector between attrui and iden(r). So we 

can get the relativity matrix of iden(U) and iden(r): 
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When mapping unified identity iden(U) to resource identity iden(r), the formula of 

computing resource identity attribute vector is as (1): 










0,

0,
),,,(),,(),,(

212121

ab
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bavvvCvvvvvv
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                    (1) 

First, according to Corr, construct the relativity matrix of iden(U) and iden(r). 

Change attributes contained in Corr from unified identity attributes to resource identity 

attributes through the relativity matrix; assign default values which are given according 

to the requirement of system and practical situation to attributes do not contained in 

Corr.  

 

3.4. Cross-organization Structure of HUIP  

The cross-organization structure of HUIP is shown by Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Cross-organization Structure of HUIP 

Identity providing is available in cross-organization environment with trust 

relationships same as in unquie organization. Identity providing between the 

organization domains relies on the federation technology, using security transmission 

protocol SAML(Security Assertion Markup Language) to transfer identity information 

between servers in different organization domains.  

To present it clearly, Figure 3 contains only two organization domains. In practice, a 

federation may contain a number of organization domains, and these domains make up 

a federation trust circle, and the identity providing model is completely suit for a 

federation trust circle. 
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4. Implementation 
 

4.1. Directory Service Administration 

Directory Services Administration allows administrators to remotely manage 

organizations and user information through the web browser. User administration 

subsystem updates and queries institutional staff information by accessing LDAP 

directory through JNDI. In the LDAP "C/S" mode, the LDAP server can let client gets 

access to useful information, JNDI beans mention in this paper implement six basic 

operations defined in LDAP protocol: (1)bind/certificate directory server; (2)query 

directory entries; (3)extract directory entry’s attribute; (4)add directory entry; 

(5)modify directory entry; (6)remove directory entry. Figure 4 is the JNDI directory 

service administration design. 

 

Client
HTTP

App Server

Directory Services 

Administration

JNDI
LDAP Server

 

Figure 4. JNDI Directory Service Administration Design 

4.2. Directory Service Agent Administration 

Directory service agent administration implements synchronization of the existing 

directory services, and also provides an infrastructure synchronize with other directory 

services for future expansion. 

Directory service agent administration is an external agent, hide the internal details 

of a variety of agents through a proxy interface. The proxy manages the existing agents 

as a linked list. Proxy receives a unified identity administration instruction request from 

user interface, then redirect it to the specific agent (agent plug-in). Directory agent is 

responsible for other servers to connect with ActiveDirectory, encapsulates protocol 

details connected with the directory server communication. 

In order to achieve Windows account’s integration with the system, we should 

replaces Windows Service Account Manager (SAM) a steering. The steering will 

require Windows NT directory service, not SAM., to query the system user information. 

Windows user management and authentication has been changed: the redirect method to 

provide account management services for the Windows will no longer be used, but 

synchronization between Windows Active Directory and the local system directory 

service. The system uses Name Service Switching (NSS) provided by Unix and Linux 

to get detailed information of user account from system directory. Using pluggable 

authentication module (PAM) API provided by Unix and Linux, it allows Unix and 

Linux to achieve user authentication through directory services. For J2EE applications, 

filters can be used to provide services by intercepting HTTP requests and forward the 

request back to applications after processing the identity provision services. 
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4.3. Federation Supporting Service 

Federation is a kind of model that is used to share authentication results between 

identity providers (IDP) and Service Providers. It was present by liberty alliance in 

liberty phase1 and liberty phase2. Multiple security domains (organizational domain) 

with mutual trust and independence constitute a federation. Federation supporting 

service make it possible to cross the boundaries of different organization domains. 

When local domain needs to execute providing operation to resources in the target 

domain, the identity providing server will pack the types of operation and the identity 

providing information into an SAML request message, then send it to the identity 

providing server in target domain. After receiving the SAML request message, identity 

providing server in target domain will analyze the message and get the identity 

information and types of operations, and then execute providing operation to the 

resources inside this domain. After the operations, the server will create a SAML 

response message and send it back. 

Identity providing cross-domain needs to transfer identity information between 

organization domains. There are two types of information: global identifier and fake 

name. Global identifier is a unique identifier in the federation such as users working 

number. Fake name is a random string, and a user uses different fake names in different 

domains. Fake name can hide the identity information of user and protect the privacy 

effectively, so HUIP uses fake name to transfer information. When a user wants to get 

access to resources in another organization domain, identity providing cross-

organization will be triggered. Suppose user X wants to get access to the SP (in this 

context, SP is the identity providing server in another domain, while IDP is the identity 

providing server inside the local domain), but SP could not confirm the identity of X, 

the providing possess is as follow: 

(1) X sends a request to SP; 

(2) SP sends a request to IDP, require for identity information of X; 

(3) IDP judges whether X is legal and has the right to access SP; if positive, go to the 

next step; else, terminate the process; 

(4) IDP calculate the fake name of X as X’, with other metadata information and send 

them to SP; 

(5) SP searches local fake name database, if it does not contains information of X’, 

then insert X’ and metadata into fake name database; 

(6) SP allows X to access resources, then the process terminates. 

 

4.4. Data Synchronization Service 

Legacy applications have their own user management system, so user data is usually 

stored in relational database. Data synchronization service provides synchronization 

function between LDAP user account information and user relational data tables. It 

confirms the consistence of different types of user database. 

 

4.5. Interface Supply Service 

Interface supply services are a remote interface service for the applications to obtain 

identity information. Applications can query the user identity information stored in the 

LDAP directory service through the supplied interface. Interface supply service can be 

implemented through SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), which is a part of Web 

Service standards and defines rules to access remote object based on XML. SOAP does 
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not provide the underlying communication protocol; it usually implemented through 

HTTP. The benefits of using SOAP is that it is independent free with the programming 

language. Nowadays, organizations such as governments and enterprises contains 

multiple heterogeneous distributed applications. They may run on different platform 

and different programming languages, and have access to centralized storage of user 

information, so providing platform and programming language independent interfaces is 

critical. SOAP is the preferred solution to this problem. 

 

4.6. SPML Engine 

SPML parser parses SPML requests, transforming them to API invoking. The nature 

of SPML parsing is actually XML parsing. This paper creates a SPML parser based on 

OXMapping. The parser is SAX-based with random access ability. 

JavaBean is used to map with elements in SPML document. Annotation marks the 

mapping relation, attributes and invoking of converters, which used to define format in 

the mapping process. When transforming from SPML document to object, handler gets 

SPML document, maps it to JavaBean and out put the object. In contrast, system uses 

JavaBean to create object, then handler maps it to SPML document.  

 

4.7. Identity Agent 

In the system, several kinds of resources are concerned, such as Windows OS, Linux 

OS, J2EE/.Net application and Apache Server. Agent is responsible for integrating 

these heterogeneous resources. LDAP is adopted to store resource identity information 

so that all kinds of resources could connect to LDAP to obtain identity information. 

At present, most kinds of Linux OS offer NSS module to implements remote identity 

obtain. Also PAM offer several useful services for users. The agent is implemented on 

the basis of NSS and PAM. In Windows OS, we utilize Gina DLL developed by 

Microsoft to replace default MsGina, so that information in LDAP could be obtained 

from Windows OS instead of local SAM.  Data accessing interface is published as Web 

Service for applications to obtain identity information. For Apache server, we use 

mod_auth_ldap in NSS to implement the adapter. 

Identity providing includes user from login to logout organization, and the process 

flow involves adding unified identity, identity mapping, authorizing identity, and 

assignment failure, as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Active Chart of Identity Providing 

There are two type users: user and administrator. User proposes identity providing 

request, and the request is sent to database in SPML format and wait to be authorized. 

Administrator has the right to authorize, browse, and cancel the identity providing from 

user request. 

Password synchronizing. It’s a control center for synchronizing password in multi 

resources. It sends the command, and SPML engine receive the request and check the 

validity, and deal with the request. 

Resource agents. The unified identity information and resource indentity are saved in 

LDAP directory services, agents of different resources implement obtain  and authorize 

the identity information. Agents changed old authorization process, and LDAP becomes 

the unified identity server. Though the authorizing techniques of different resources are 

different, they have same process procedure as illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Active Chart of Identity Authorizing of Agent 

After user inputs username and password, resource lookups local identity lib. If it 

fails to find the user and sends request to LDAP to query identity. When the resource 

authorizes the identity with local function firstly, and if failed, it sends the username 

and encrypted password to LDAP directory server to authorize identity. Here we 

implement the Linux, Windows, Application of J2EE, FTP server and Tomcat Server 

authorizing agents. 
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5. Experiment 
 

5.1. Experiment Environment 
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Figure 7. Experiment Environment of HUIP Model 

Experiment environment of HUIP model is illustrated in Figure 7, Police 

MIS(management information system) is a J2EE application software developed by our 

lab. UIA(unified identity authorizing system) is an identity management system 

developed by our lab, and it can manage resources and users, and HUIP model is 

implemented and verified in UIA as a function module. 

The user identity information is listed in Table 1. General user can create identity for 

new person of the organization, and set accessible resources and sent the request of 

providing identity. Administrator has permission of authorization of providing identity, 

password synchronization, and deleting identity besides of the right of general user. 

Table 1. Users information in UIA 

Users in UIA Role Authorized permission 

user general user 
Providing identity 

Query identity 

admin administrator 

Request authorization 

Password synchronization 

Providing identity 

Query identity 

Delete identity 

 

5.2. Providing Identity 

For example, user login UIA and will provide identity of a new person named lxh, 

i.e., create a unified user information with exclusive ID, and will bind lxh to authorized 

resources. Here for verifying the HUIP model,  lxh is permitted to all resources. HUIP 

module will map the identity based on unified identiy and accessible resources, and 

generate SPML request document to save in UIA server. 
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Figure 8. Identity Providing Authorization of Administrator 

User admin authorizes the request of perviding identity after confirming the identity 

attribute and resources, and click the authorize button, HUIP module will search and 

commit the document of SPML. After success of providing identity, system will sent a 

email to inform lxh. User lxh will login all resources linux, windows, Police MIS, 

Tomcat, Pure-FTPd server with unified username and password. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Unified Identity Providing Implementation 

5.3. Password Synchronization 

When lxh want to modify password of linux and pure-FTPd, he sends a request of 

password synchronization, admin will query lxh information, and select resources of 

password synchronization, input new password and save it, and HUIP module will 

commit password synchronization request which will be processed samely with login 

resources. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Password Synchronization Page 
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6. Conclusion 

HUIP model achieves unified identity providing in organization and cross-

organization for varies heterogeneous resources based on SPML, LDAP, and agent. 

Five kinds agents of resources including operating system, application, and standard 

network services are developed successfully. Identity mapping approach, system design 

and implement verify that the model is feasible and effective.  As for future, other kind 

of identity agent, such as .NET, will be investigated and implemented to further verify 

the proposed model. 
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